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Abstract

For unmanned autonomous vehicles, obstacle detection is one of the most important aspects to support
robust collision avoidance systems. In order to prevent collision, autonomous vehicles are equipped with
heterogeneous sensors to monitor surrounding environments. While these sensors assist such needs, recent
studies have demonstrated that malicious attackers can manipulate them to yield false values and trigger
harms. In addition, unintended sensor failures can also cause critical situations where vehicles cannot
reliably avoid the collisions. In this paper, we propose a robust collision avoidance system using an
Anomaly detection mechanism. Our approach is based on Recursive Least Squares (RLS) filter, which
determines a fault sensor value based on Anomaly detection. We deploy our system in an indoor test-bed
and demonstrate improved safety in an intelligent transportation environment.

Ⅰ. Introduction
With increasing demands on unmanned autonomous
vehicles for intelligent transportations, robust collision
avoidance system has become one of the most
essential technologies for public safety. In fact, recent
studies [8, 9] have proposed the use of heterogeneous
in-vehicular sensors to robustly detect obstacles on
the road even when a subset of sensors is
malfunctioning. Reports indicate that malicious attacks
and unintended failures can cause critical incidents
that may bring severe fatalities [1, 2, 3].
In this paper, we propose a method that detects
malfunctioning sensors based on an Anomaly detection
mechanism. Salient aspect of our method is that we
employ the Recursive Least-Square (RLS) filter [7] to
build a profile for the normal behaviors to quantify the
Anomaly of incoming sensor readings. A subset of
sensors is determined to be faulty if the Anomaly
exceeds a threshold. How to determine the appropriate
threshold is a critical issue and we plan to design it
based on theoretical models and experiments in the
near future.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II elaborates on the threat models being
considered in our study. In Section III, we illustrate
the proposed Anomaly detection mechanism. Section IV
addresses the evaluation plans. Finally, conclusions are
made in Section V.
Ⅱ. Threat Model
Predicting incoming readings and detecting Anomaly
can be possible if threat models are profiled using
previous data set. Therefore, an analysis of related

malicious attack scenarios on in-vehicular sensors and
several threat models is needed at first. We look at
two specific types the threat models of several
previous experiments: 1) malfunctioning sensor attacks,
and 2) unintended system failures. In the former, there
are several studies that consider attacks on invehicular sensors through an empirical lens as
observed in [2, 3]. In the latter, Gordeon-Ross [11] and
Karimi [10] addressed a fault-tolerant sensor node
model in order to detect unintended system failures
which can lead to catastrophes. The related studies
above conclude that detection of attacked sensors and
system failures is needed for robust performance and
keeping core functions of each system running.
Compared with the related works regarding attack
detection mechanisms have been represented in [4, 5],
our approach is essential to improve reliability against
unforeseen failures and external malicious attacks.
Therefore, we consider Anomaly detection over the
threat models that have been discussed previously.
The classification of Anomaly is needed herein, which
is achieved by RLS filter that will be dealt with in
Section Ⅲ.
Ⅲ. Anomaly Detection Mechanism
In order to classify an abnormal value among the
input sensory data, the RLS filter is applied to
Anomaly detection. The RLS filter is a mechanism
that makes profiles with previous data set and predict
an incoming data. When the real data is read, the
difference between the profiled data and the predicted
data is quantified. Mateos et al. [6] has addressed that
the mechanism is used not only for reducing
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complexity and memory requirements but also for
tracking non-stationary processes when data models
are not available.
We are primarily focusing on what an attack can be
injected to the sensory data through a vehicular
network. Similarly to our approaches, a system with 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
sensors measuring the same physical variable is
considered, which has been studied previously in [9].
Figure 1 illustrates a way of detection of abnormal
value. Compared with the previously profiled values,
faulty can be detected as an aspect of algorithm that
decides whether the input value is normal or not.
When the sensor values are represented by Ω =
{𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠1 , 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2 , 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠3 , ⋯ , 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 }, normal values have been profiled while
the set of Ω receives the sensor values. If a rate of
change of error is greater than a threshold in a
specific iteration, the value is eliminated with it
regarded as faulty. Assuming an average of value of
sensors as a normal state, herein, an excursion over a
threshold is decided to an Anomaly. After the lapse of
seconds, 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠1 is regarded as a normal state’s sensor
when the value is recovered under the threshold.

Figure 1 Anomaly Detection
Ⅳ. Evaluation Plan
We implemented an indoor test-bed to examine our
collision avoidance system with several robotic
platforms.
During
platooning
driving,
following
platforms depend on ultrasonic sensors to measure a
distance between platforms. Even though a malicious
input that is injected in the sensory data causes a
fault, our collision avoidance system detects faulty
depending on RLS filter and uses compromised sensors
excluding the attacked sensor to keep core functions
running normally.
Ⅴ. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we addressed the concern over
collision avoidance. To work on the issue, we first
considered a variety of threat models and proposed a
method that detects faulty according to Anomaly
detection based on RLS filter. An approach to classify
faulty was presented based on Anomaly Detection
model. The mechanism will be applied to the platforms
with compromised heterogeneous sensors. We plan to
quantify each fault values, determine an appropriate
threshold, and take proper response when the system
faces a fatal problem.
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